Patient Characteristics and Institutional Factors Associated with Those Who "Did Not Wait" at a South East Queensland Emergency Department

Who are those who “Did Not Wait” in ED?
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Summary

Background: Patients who do not wait in Emergency Departments (ED) are a key concern for healthcare consumers, providers and policymakers.

Method: A six month descriptive retrospective cross-sectional designed study was undertaken at a public, metropolitan, adult tertiary referral ED in South East Queensland (SEQ). Using hospital administrative data, all patient presentations were examined over the timeframe with the aim of identifying and describing patient, institution and economic factors for individuals who attend the ED with the focus on patients who did not wait for medical treatment.

Results: A total of 1,088 (4.2%) of 25,580 ED patient presentations did not wait (DNW). When compared to patients who waited those who DNW differed significantly regarding age (p<0.001), triage category (p<0.001), mode (p<0.001) and shift of arrival (p<0.001). Patients who DNW were younger, assigned less urgent triage categories and presented in higher proportions by private transport, during evenings and overnight. Some (n=550) were incorrectly coded as DNW when they actually waited, but left after treatment commenced. The crude cost of incorrectly coding these patients amounted to >$160,000.

Conclusions: Understanding the characteristics of patients who DNW enables strategies to be considered and implemented to manage and mitigate both the potential clinical risk to patients and the financial implications for health care institutions.
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Introduction

The Emergency Department (ED) is commonly recognised as the interface between the community and the hospital providing over 6.2 million accident and emergency services during 2010 - 2011 in Australia\(^1\). With an annual growth rate of approximately 4.0% over the past five years\(^1\) the impact on access to emergency health care services, effecting patients' experiences. Escalating growth in ED demand is multifactorial and has been attributed to changes in demographics, expectations, morbidity such as: rise of chronic diseases, and impacts of improved population health campaigns\(^2\). The inability to meet expectations may contribute to dissatisfaction causing patients to leave the ED before being assessed and treated by a medical officer. Globally, patients who “did not wait” (DNW) are viewed as an indicator of poor ED performance, and these individuals pose a key concern for healthcare providers and policymakers.

Research on the phenomenon of patients who DNW for ED medical assessment has been conducted internationally with studies in Hong Kong, United States of America (USA), Canada, United Kingdom (UK) and Ireland reporting DNW rates from as low as 0.36% (Hong Kong)\(^3\) up to 15% (USA)\(^4\). Australian studies report rates between 4.1% \(^5\) and 11.2%\(^6\). Inconsistent results could be attributed to variations in study designs, study periods, sample sizes and patient populations.

Demographic profiles of patients who DNW vary within the literature. Australian and international studies report higher percentages of young adult patients\(^5,7,8,9\) as more likely not to wait compared to older patients. Patients reported as ‘non-white’ or ‘black’ are frequently mentioned in the USA literature as socially disadvantaged and more likely not to wait\(^9,10,11\). Australian studies indicate that patients of Aboriginal descent (often a socially disadvantaged group) are also less likely to wait\(^6,12,13\).

Clinical profiles of patients who DNW are relatively consistent. Despite variation in triage categorisation processes between countries, the majority of studies reported that the least sick or non-urgent were most likely not to wait\(^6,11,14-20\). Service profiles of EDs (including
factors such as day of week and month of year) revealed conflicting findings in relation to patients who DNW. Some studies identified weekdays\textsuperscript{14,21}, while others found weekends to have higher rates\textsuperscript{5,8}. Evenings and overnight were unanimously reported as having high rates of DNW\textsuperscript{5,7,16}.

Queensland's population differs somewhat to those studied internationally and in other Australian states. As such, the aforementioned findings may not be generalisable. In ten years to 2011, Queensland's population grew by 23%, the second fastest growth of all Australian states and territories, behind Western Australia at 24\textsuperscript{22}. This rapid population growth in Queensland may result in the inability of health services to meet demand. Patients may be presenting to EDs as their only alternative and might therefore be considerably unwell. Supporting this are Queensland rates of hospitalisation which are 5% higher than the national rate and double the rate in Canada\textsuperscript{23}.

**Aim**

The aim of this study was to understand the scope of the problem of individuals who attended a public, adult tertiary referral ED within South East Queensland (SEQ) and who DNW for medical assessment and treatment.

**Method**

**Design**

This study used a descriptive retrospective cross-sectional design of prospectively collected administrative health data.

**Study setting and population**

The study was conducted in one of three public, teaching tertiary level facilities in SEQ that provides care in all major adult specialties, with the exception of obstetrics. As a Level 1 trauma facility this hospital services the local metropolitan catchment area and is also a major referral hospital for a large surrounding zone.
Inclusion criteria

The population for this study consisted of all adult patients (≥ 18 years) who presented to the ED during the six month period: 1 January - 30 June, 2011 and DNW. DNW was defined as patients who i) presented to the ED ii) were assessed by a nurse and recorded on the ED specific tracking database (Emergency Department Information system, EDIS, isoft ED module: version 10), and iii) left prior to being medically assessed and treated. These patients were documented as ‘DNW’ in the discharge status field on the EDIS and did not have a time recorded in the field labelled ‘treating clinician time seen’.

Data Collection

Data were extracted from the hospital Clinical Costing System (also known as Transition II). This system integrates large volumes of patient-level demographic, clinical, resource utilization and financial information into a single database. It is a data warehouse that receives data from various “feeder systems” or hospital databases and contains resource tracking and clinical costing tools.

Data were received from the EDIS, Enterprise pathology results information system (Auslab) and Radiology Information System (RIS) into the Transition II system to calculate patient costing. The Transition II system is based on patient-centric costing which is referred to as a ‘bottom up’ approach\textsuperscript{24}. Costs are based on actual consumption of human and material resources at a ‘product’ level\textsuperscript{24}.

Variables of interest as identified from within the literature included: gender, age, day and time of presentation, mode of arrival, acuity, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, language spoken and health insurance. In addition, ED wait times for all patients, re-attendance or re-presentation of patients who DNW during their initial visit to ED, and cost of DNW are also reported.
Socioeconomic status was derived indirectly based on individual residential postcodes and the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA), in particular, the index of relative socioeconomic disadvantage (IRSD). IRSD focuses on low income earners, relatively low educational attainment and high unemployment\textsuperscript{25} and was used to examine relationships between neighbourhood disadvantage and ED attendances. Each patient postcode was assigned the corresponding decile score from 1 (the lowest 10%) to 10 (the highest 10%), where the lowest decile represents those postcodes with the highest proportion of people living in households of greatest disadvantage.

The Australasian Triage Scale (ATS) is a measure of clinical urgency and is used as an indicator of patient acuity when limited other information is available or accessible such as is the case with patients who DNW. Each of the five categories of the ATS has an assigned maximum time a patient should wait for assessment and treatment: that is, ≤2 minutes for ATS one; ≤10 minutes for ATS two; ≤30 minutes for ATS three; ≤60 minutes for ATS four; and, ≤120 minutes for ATS 5\textsuperscript{26}. Wait times are often used as a measure of ED performance and efficiency and are generally presented as the percentage of patients seen in less than or equal to the maximum time recommendations set by the Australasian College for Emergency Medicine (ACEM)\textsuperscript{26}.

A quality indicator used in emergency health care and applied to patients who DNW is re-attendance or re-presentation rate. It is suggested that unplanned return visits to ED may be a consequence of requiring further treatment of the same condition or a condition related to the initial presentation. The timeframe used for this measure varies throughout the literature from 24 hours\textsuperscript{27} to seven days\textsuperscript{18,19,28}. The seven day timeframe was selected for this study and the discharge disposition of the subsequent visit was examined. The mode of arrival was used as a surrogate marker of acuity, with patients arriving by ambulance more unwell than those presenting by private transport\textsuperscript{29}.
**Ethical considerations**

Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Queensland Health Central Office Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) and from the Griffith University HREC.

**Data analysis**

Descriptive statistics were used to analyse the study’s findings using the statistical package for social sciences (SPSS, version 19). Continuous variables were analysed using nonparametric statistical testing as the basic assumptions for parametric testing (normal distribution) were not met. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used to determine differences between those patients who DNW and those that waited in regards to age and ED LOS. The level of significance (α) of 0.05 was adopted.

**Results**

There were 1,088 patients who DNW and were not seen by a medical officer, representing 4.2% of the total 25,580 patient presentations, or an average of six patients per day. These were defined, in this study, as ‘True DNW’. The other 24,492 patient presentation records were those patients who waited to see a medical officer. This group included a number of patient presentations (n = 550, 2.1%) coded as DNW but had a documented time of medical officer review. These were defined as ‘False DNW’ because they were actually seen by a medical officer but (incorrectly) coded as DNW. Figure 1 displays the sample inclusion process.

The median age of patients who DNW was 33.0 years (IQR 25.0 - 47.0). This was 12 years younger than those patients who waited to be seen (median = 45.0 years; IQR 30.0 - 63.0) and was significant (p < 0.001). Furthermore, 75% of patients who DNW were aged 47.0 years or younger. Males who DNW comprised 4.2% of all male presentations and females who DNW comprised 4.3% of all females presentations.
Patients who presented to the ED were examined for differences regarding ethnicity; language spoken; and, health insurance (see Table 1). Around 3% of presentations identified as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander (ATSI). English was the predominant language spoken.

DNW patients were designated less urgent triage categories in higher proportions than those that waited, with nearly 60% of patients who DNW triaged as categories four (44.1%) or five (14.7%) (see Table 2). Over three quarters \( (n = 819, 75.3\%) \) of patients who did not wait arrived by private transport, whereas patients who waited had a higher percentage \( (n = 11285, 46.1\%) \) of ambulance arrivals, with half \( (n = 12,375, 50.5\%) \) of those arriving by private transport \( \chi^2 (3, N = 25,580) = 255.701; p < 0.001 \). The Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA) index of disadvantage was used to examine the relationship between neighbourhood disadvantage and ED attendances. A similar pattern between both groups of patients was observed (see Figure 2).

Patients returning to the ED within seven days of their index presentation may be considered a surrogate measure of their degree of illness. Of 1,088 patients who DNW, 155 (14.2\%) returned to the study site ED within seven days. Figure 3 shows the majority \( (n = 99, 63.9\%) \) were discharged home from their second visit however 12.9\% \( (n = 20) \) again DNW and 5.8\% \( (n = 9) \) left after medical treatment commenced. There were 27 (16.8\%) patients that were admitted from their second visit.

The most common time to present to ED was during the day shift \( (n = 11,352, 44.4\%) \) between 07:00 - 14:59 hours, however it was patients who presented during the afternoon shift between 15:00 and 22:59 hours that DNW in higher percentages \( (n = 586, 53.9\%) \) \( \chi^2 (2, N = 25,580) = 329.91; p < 0.001 \). The earlier part of the week, namely, Monday and Tuesday both had higher numbers of total presentations \( (n = 4,077, 15.9\%, n = 3,808, 14.9\%) \) and higher numbers of patients who DNW \( (n = 206, 18.9\%, n = 163, 15.0\%) \). The overall DNW rate was 4.2\%; on Mondays the DNW rate was highest (5.1\%) and lowest Fridays (3.7\%). Percentages of presentations for both patients who waited and those who DNW, were highest on weekdays (72.0\% and 73.4\%, respectively). The DNW rate was also slightly higher on weekdays (4.3\%) than weekends (4.0\%).
For those who waited, the median wait time to see a medical officer was 45.0 mins (IQR 9.0 - 115.0). Triage categories one, two and five had median wait times to see a medical officer within the recommended ATS maximum wait time whilst categories three and four both exceeded the recommended times, having median wait times of 64.0 and 95.0 mins, respectively. For each ATS category, the proportion of patients who did not meet the performance indicator target was higher (i.e. worse than) than both the Queensland and national averages. For patients who DNW, the ED LOS exceeded the recommended ATS maximum wait time and the performance indicator targets for ATS categories two through five.

Transition II total cost is the sum of each patient’s costs whilst in the ED. Of the 1,088 patients who DNW, 67 (6.16%) cost more than the standard DNW allocated amount of $55.92. The sum of the additional extra costs over and above the standard allocated amount was $6,390. These extra costs comprised $1,665 allied health costs, $1,909 pathology costs, $1,332 radiology costs, $895 miscellaneous cost and $590 pharmacy costs and indicate that some patients who DNW were receiving health care resources. Some (n=550) were incorrectly coded as DNW when they actually waited, but left after treatment commenced. Table 3 presents the number of ‘False DNW’ in each ATS category and the calculations between the actual amount they were cost at and the amount they should have been cost at using Table 2 to result in a deficit amount.

Discussion
This research was motivated by the need to further understand the group of patients who present to the ED and DNW in terms of patient demographics, socioeconomic status, living circumstance, temporal, organisational and financial factors.

The DNW rate published in Australian hospital statistics 2010–11 report was 5.5%. This rate was somewhat higher than the rate of 4.2% revealed in the current study however, also revealed was the presence of data inaccuracies resulting in patients being coded as DNW when in fact they may have actually been assessed by a medical officer. Using only discharge status to identify patients who
DNW, the rate in this study was 6.4% (n=1,638) which may suggest that published rates could also be overestimated if based on discharge status alone. Additionally variations may also be due to heterogeneity of study approaches in regard to particular methods used to calculate rates. Tropea et al.\textsuperscript{6} for example, only included patients who were discharged home and based their DNW rate calculation on that sample (i.e. with a subsequent smaller denominator) which would explain their considerably higher rate (11.2%) than other Australian research.

Patients presenting to the site ED had a similar distribution of adult males and females by five year age group as the AIHW Australian sample of ED presentations\textsuperscript{30}. The patients who DNW were, however, approximately 12 years younger than the general ED population. These findings are consistent with Australian and international literature\textsuperscript{6,8,10,12,20,28}. There are a number of reasons young people may visit EDs over a primary care practitioner including anonymity from family practitioner, inflexible systems, opening hours, financial and transport barriers\textsuperscript{31}. In addition, the relatively centrally located hospital with a free service and 24 hour care may prove more accessible\textsuperscript{31}. This, however, presents a potentially critical gap in services as young people transition through physical, social, emotional and neural developmental changes into adulthood\textsuperscript{32}. This development stage is a crucial time to positively influence health and social behaviours which pose major threats to the health of Australia’s young people\textsuperscript{31}. Major threats include drug and alcohol experimentation/abuse, suicide/self-harm, sexually transmissible infections, unplanned pregnancy and injury from risk-taking behaviours\textsuperscript{31}. The health of young people is influenced by the interaction of many health determinants such as human biology, behaviours, socioeconomic and environmental factors but most importantly health service interactions and interventions\textsuperscript{31}. Given that young people comprise the bulk of the cohort of patients who DNW, a better understanding of this group is required.

Tropea et al.\textsuperscript{6} reported almost half (47.4%) of DNW episodes occurred during evenings as was the case in this current study (53.5%). More specifically, peak attendance times for patients who DNW were between 18:00 and 24:00 hours. This was despite total patient attendances being higher (51%) during day shift (07:00-14:59), specifically highest between 09:00 and 13:00 hours, or, as Wright\textsuperscript{13} found, during business hours (09:00-17:00hrs) (44.4%). The increase in DNW rates during evenings implies this may be a consequence of ED overcrowding\textsuperscript{33}. 
The main barriers to accessing services identified in an Australian Patient Experience Survey\textsuperscript{34} were cost, unacceptable waiting times and lack of available services. Wait times have been universally cited by almost all research on the topic of DNW and have been implicated as the most common associated factor\textsuperscript{20,27,33,35,36}. Wait times before patients decided not to wait were similar to the two to three hours reported by other studies\textsuperscript{10,28,36} with half of those who DNW in this current study leaving within two and a half hours. Those who were seen and discharged remained in the department for almost four and a half hours.

Cross, Cammack, et al.\textsuperscript{36} reported an association between longer ED LOS and patients who DNW, however in this current study this trend only appears to be the case for shift of arrival and triage category. Patients triaged category four had both the highest percentage of DNW and waited the longest (147 minutes) before they DNW, followed by category three (142 minutes) then five (132 minutes) and two (106 minutes); there were no category one patients who DNW. The other trend in ED LOS was shift of arrival which appeared to be the longest in the afternoon (161 minutes) and shortest (94 minutes) in the mornings, which also mirrors the times of highest and lowest percentages of patients who DNW. So it would seem that despite waiting to be seen for the longest amount of time in the afternoons more patients still eventually decided to not wait. These findings suggest that in this study site ED patients were more tolerant of waiting overnight by almost an hour longer than they were during the day shift. This curious result may also suggest that times recorded during day shifts may possibly be more accurate as the staffing ratios are better and patients who did not wait are noticed sooner.

The Australian Government's National Health Reform Agreement included the recent introduction of activity based funding and changes to hospital financial incentives. Rather than historically based negotiated budgets, individual patients are the source of revenue in an attempt to motivate better understanding and accountability of costs, examination of inputs used in episodes of care and
identification of innovative, cost efficient models of care. The evaluation of additional presumed un-costed interventions (ie. radiology and pathology) received by patients prior to medical assessment who subsequently DNW totalled almost $6,500 and included pathology and radiology costs of more than $2,000. Additionally, a number of patients in the dataset were noted to be coded as DNW yet had a time to medical officer recorded, indicating they may have, in fact, been reviewed. This seemingly simple error may have considerable economic implications as costs are based on patient discharge disposition.

Limitations
This single site descriptive study’s results cannot be extrapolated to other sites. Results regarding re-presentation and hospital admission are likely to be underestimated as we did not account for attendance to other hospitals or health care facilities (such as GP, pharmacy, or dental hospital) as this was beyond the scope of our study. Also beyond the study scope was the examination of morbidity and mortality outcomes of patients who DNW. These aspects are recommended for future research. Causal or associative inferences cannot be drawn about the relationship between patients who DNW and factors analysed.

Conclusions
The main purpose of this study was to investigate characteristics of the institution and attending patients, to develop a demographic and clinical profile of those who DNW for medical assessment at a large public, tertiary referral ED in SEQ. Results from this study revealed some findings consistent with those reported in Australian and international literature whilst others were contradictory which may be a consequence of differing study populations and healthcare environments. Similar to other studies, this study found patients who DNW tended to be younger, assigned less urgent triage categories and present to the ED in higher proportions by private transport, and during evenings and overnight.

Wait times remain the crux of the DNW debate and interestingly this study found variability in the trend between wait times and patients who DNW, indicating this may not necessarily be the principal
influencing factor as previously assumed. Rather, as suggested by Handel et al.\textsuperscript{38} it may be a consequence of the unknown or perception of an infinite wait. Further investigation into this may explain incongruencies and provide a guide for effective intervention strategies. Firstly though, an important next step would be to profile DNW patient and hospital characteristics across the state of Queensland to understand how they compare and differ. In addition to this, an understanding of subsequent morbidity and mortality associated with patients who do not wait is crucial to guide prioritisation of this cohort within the emergency research agenda.
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